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Part 1

7. In connection with measures to increase

Communications Security and the Communications

Intelligence effort, the Committee recommends

that the proposed legislation contain

1. Title II, section 5222 (Amend 14 to

Federal Communications Act of 1934) and

5 2500 (Cryptography Security Bill) be

enacted.

Part A

1. Introduction

A. General

B. Relevant legislation, directive, and agreements

1. The National Security Act of 1947 keeps the

officer for your action? The armed forces

and also charges each? The service

individually with certain functions and

responsibilities in the defense effort.

It specifically grants that the

Department and other agencies of the

government shall continue to collect,

evaluate, correlate, and disseminate

departmental intelligence.
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Counsel AGC

Under guidance 185.0, AGC redesignated

as the Agency for the CES charged with ensuring
the most effective operation of the AGC.